Viridi Cleaner Energy Crypto Mining &
Semiconductor ETF (RIGZ)
Mining Investment Products, by Crypto Miners

FUND DESCRIPTION

WHY INVEST IN RIGZ?

The Viridi Cleaner Energy Crypto Mining &
Semiconductor ETF (“RIGZ”), is the first activelymanaged ETF that invests solely in the crypto mining
vertical, consisting of companies that utilize green
energy sources to secure the Bitcoin network. RIGZ
provides investors exposure to the underlying crypto
assets, in a tax-efficient manner. RIGZ uses
proprietary valuation metrics to identify mining
companies that are believed to have a strong
prospect for growth, in addition to utilizing clean
energy sources.

FUND FACTS
Ticker:

RIGZ

Fund Type:

Actively Managed

CUSIP:

02072L755

Exchange:

NYSE

Inception:

July 20, 2021

Expense Ratio:

0.90%

 Actively managed by industry experts
 Invest in companies that are market participants
creating cryptocurrency themselves
 Specialized financial modeling constructed with
proprietary mining data
 Robust clean energy screening
 Brokerage account eligible

RIGZ INVESTMENT TYPES
Crypto Miners:
Companies that earn cryptocurrency
rewards by utilizing their high-performance
computing capacity to secure the Bitcoin
network.
Semiconductor Manufacturers:
Companies that fabricate and/or
manufacture computer chips that are used
to build specialized crypto mining
hardware.

CRYPTOCURRENCY

CRYPTO MINING

Cryptocurrency offers users a
transparent, fast, and secure
method to transfer and utilize
funds

Crypto miners are rewarded for
providing security
and consensus to
cryptocurrency networks

CLEAN ENERGY
Clean energy investing offers a
way for investors to support
companies that prioritize ecofriendly solutions
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TOP 10 HOLDINGS (As of 9/30/21)

ASSET ALLOCATION STRATEGY

Ticker

Name

% of Net
Assets

HUT CN

HUT 8 MNG CORP NEW COM

16.23%

MARA

MARATHON DIGITAL HOLDINGS
INC COM

10.68%

BITF CN

BITFARMS LTD/CANADA

10.29%

Cash &
Other

Cash & Other

9.93%

SMSN LI

SAMSUNG ELECTRONIC

5.76%

AMD

ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES INC

4.74%

TSM

TAIWAN SEMICONDUCTOR MFG
LTD SPONSORED ADS

4.73%

NVDA

NVIDIA CORPORATION

4.66%

Average Annual
Total Returns

Since Inception

HIVE CN

HIVE BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGIES

4.41%

RIGZ (MKT)

30.68%

CLSK

CLEANSPARK INC

4.13%

RIGZ (NAV)

30.64%

By Category
Manufacturers:
9.2%
Miners:
81.2%

Foundries:
9.7%

By Geographic Concentration
NA: 84.3%

APAC: 9.7%

EU: 6.0%

RIGZ PERFORMANCE (As of 9/30/21)

PERFORMANCE DISCLOSURE
Returns are average annualized total returns, except those for periods of less than one year,
which are cumulative. The performance data quoted represents past performance and does
not guarantee future results. Investment return and principal value of an investment will
fluctuate so that an investor’s shares, when sold or redeemed, may be worth more or less than
their original cost. Current performance may be lower or higher than the performance quoted.
To obtain performance as of the most recent month end, visit www.viridifunds.com/rigz-etf.
Shares are bought and sold at market price not net asset value (NAV). Market price returns are
based upon the closing composite market price and do not represent the returns you would
receive if you traded shares at other times. A fund’s NAV is the sum of all its assets less any
liabilities, divided by the number of shares outstanding.
Due to unusual market conditions, the fund's relatively high performance may not be
sustainable or repeated in the future. The fund is new and short term performance should not
be relied on as any indicator of future performance.
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ABOUT VIRIDI FUNDS
Viridi Funds is a registered investment advisor providing crypto-related investment products.
The company leverages its experience in building and operating crypto mining operations, in
tandem with its capital markets and investment management experience to identify
companies that are well positioned to benefit from the global expansion of cryptocurrencies.

INVESTMENT TEAM
Portfolio Manager

Investment Associate

Investment Analyst

Wes Fulford, CFA

Cameron Collins, CFA

David Khalif

 15 years of capital markets

 7 years of experience in

 Ex-CEO of Bitfarms,

 Graduated from the University of  Graduated University of

experience.

experience in building one of
the world’s largest portfolios
of compute power run on
renewable energy.

equities, trading, and portfolio
management.

Cincinnati with a bachelor’s
degree in Finance.

 2 years of experience as a

financial analyst at Microsoft.

Kansas with Bachelors of
Science in Finance.

OUR INVESTORS

Viridi Funds is directly backed by some of the biggest names in the cryptocurrency industry,
those with the same core values we hold. From those building the blockchain infrastructure and
those investing in it, to cryptocurrency asset managers and innovative, publicly-traded ETFs, to
the exchanges itself. We are aligned with the right players focused on creating sustainable
financial products.

CONTACT VIRIDI
contact@viridifunds.com
/company/viridi-funds
www.viridifunds.com

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Investors should consider the investment objectives, risk, charges and
expenses carefully before investing. For a prospectus or summary
prospectus with this and other information about the RIGZ ETF please visit
the website at www.viridifunds.com/rigz-etf. Read the prospectus or
summary prospectus carefully before investing.
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Viridi ETF Fund Risks
An indication of interest in response to this advertisement will involve no obligation or commitment of any
kind.
Investments involve risks. Principal loss is possible. ETFs may trade at a premium or discount to their net asset
value. Redemptions are limited and often brokerage commissions are charged on each trade which may
reduce returns.
The Fund will not invest directly in cryptocurrencies however it invests in companies involved in the
cryptocurrency industry such as mining and manufacturers which can be very volatile. There is no assurance
that the cryptocurrency network or service providers will continue in existence or grow. Technology companies
may have limited product lines, financial resources and could face intense competition and rapid product
obsolescence. Cryptocurrency functionality relies on the Internet and a significant disruption of connectivity
could impede functionality and the risk of fraud or cyber-attack which could have adverse effect on the Fund’s
investments.
Cryptocurrencies are subject to supply and demand so it is unclear how it will be impacted by geopolitical
events. Nevertheless, political, health or economic crises may motivate large-scale acquisitions or sales of
cryptocurrency either globally or locally. Large movements in the price of cryptocurrencies could create
volatility and negatively impact the value of the Fund.
Cryptocurrencies exchanges are new and largely unregulated without any central authority or backing by any
government or banks. Cryptocurrency is not legal tender and may experience very high volatility or be more
exposed to fraud, glitches or stop operating.
Cryptocurrencies currently face an uncertain regulatory landscape and are rapidly evolving in not only the
United States but also in many foreign jurisdictions. The adoption of laws and regulations that affect the
industry could ultimately have a negative impact or impede the growth of the companies the fund invests in.
Investments in foreign securities and depositary receipts are subject to special risks including the risk of a
foreign jurisdiction imposing restrictions on the ability to repatriate or transfer currency or other assets;
political, regulatory risks; and foreign market and trading risks. Depositary receipts represent shares of foreign
based corporations and may be less liquid than the underlying shares in their primary trading market.
The Fund may invest in companies that have recently completed an IPO (initial public offering), are derived
from a SPAC (Special Purpose Acquisition Company) or result from a Reverse Merger. These companies may be
unseasoned and lack a trading history and track record. IPOs and stocks derived from SPACS or Reverse
Mergers are thus often subject to extreme price volatility and speculative trading.
The fund invests in micro-, small-, and mid-capitalization sized companies which could have less liquidity and
lower-trading volumes which tend to make their market price fall more in response to selling pressures and
may have limited markets, product lines, or financial resources and lack management experience.
The Fund’s crypto mining investments will be screened with clean energy criteria. Given the high energy usage
of the crypto mining industry, the Sub-Adviser will evaluate crypto mining companies by focusing on their
actions that will reduce the negative environmental impacts of mining. The Sub-Adviser will also consider
purchased carbon offsets and other actions promoting environmental sustainability. There can be no
assurance that this strategy will be successful for the Fund.
The Fund is non-diversified, which means that it may invest more of its assets in the securities of a single or
smaller number of issuers than if it were a diversified fund. The Fund was recently organized with limited
operating history and track record on which to base an investment decision.
The Funds are distributed by Quasar Distributors, LLC. The Sub-Adviser (Viridi Funds) provides clean energy
screening.
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